BIO EN
NIELS BROOS X JAMIE PEET
Niels Broos and Jamie Peet are two child prodigy musicians, hailing from The Netherlands.
Niels started playing keys at the tender age of four, and Jamie started off behind the
drumkit at 5. Both have their signature sound and style, which have forged them as two of
the most influential musicians in The Netherlands today, when it comes to fusing
contemporary styles like jazz, hiphop and electronics. They started performing together just
recently, but within a couple of months have made quite an impression across bigger
festivals like Transition Festival and Mondriaan Jazz Festival, that brought these two
together on stage for the first time. The music is totally improvised, with some melodic and
rhythmic hooks, with an original analog approach, reminiscent of the New York based duo of
Taylor McFerrin and Marcus Gilmore. But Niels and Jamie are less urban and build endless
amounts of tension, that reminds the listener of groups like Aphex Twin, Squarepusher and
early Autechre. This is the sound of the Dutch underground, the sound of today.
Niels Broos (1985), prefers to produce a contemporary sound that fuses elements of
Thelonious Monk, Robert Glasper, Jason Lindner, Coltrane, Dilla and FlyLo, with some
Radiohead and Robert Johnson. When he’s not backing Dutch composer Kyteman’s
genre-busting Kyteman Orchestra or Brainfeeder’s Jameszoo and Daedelus, Broos flirts with
his own recordings with labels like Alpha Pup. Broos is experimenting with his own brand of
electronic jazz: soulful, yes, but embracing the lighthearted and the leftfield, as well.
Jamie Peet (1991) is a young and daring Amsterdam-based drummer. His colorful playing
and inventiveness has a big presence live, which evokes the jazz-spirit of drummers Chris
Dave and Questlove. Jamie has spurred the likes of many greats, including Gregory Porter
and pianist Kris Bowers, with whom Jamie has both toured with.
Currently Jamie is one of the most in-demand drummers in The Netherlands and performs
with a.o. Ramon Valle, Dominc J. Marshall, Lars Dietrich, and more.

